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NOTE-TAKING:
Chris Bosh, “It’s Madness that We Don’t Pay College Athletes”

Directions:
● As you read the article, highlight

○ the MAIN IDEAS in __________________ (color) and
○ the SUPPORTING DETAILS in __________________ (color)
○ If  you are unsure about a piece of  evidence and think it might be important but aren’t sure how to

categorize it, put a ? in the margin next to the information.

It’s Madness that We Don’t Pay College Athletes
Can you imagine what it’s like to be on ESPN playing North Carolina — without $5 to your

name? Can you imagine what it’s like to generate millions in revenue for your school — without being
able to buy a hot meal off  campus? Can you imagine what it’s like to be a few months from being able
to take care of  your family — but knowing that if  you twist your leg at the wrong angle, you could lose
it all?

I was 18 when I got to Georgia Tech ... and, suddenly, I became a little more famous and way more broke. In
high school, I was allowed to make a few bucks here and there. In college, if  I accepted a free jacket because I was
cold, my school and my teammates would suffer the consequences.

That’s how college basketball works. It weighs on you.
I still remember trying to figure out how to get groceries when we didn’t have the money to buy them, or

when we didn’t have a car we could use to get to the store. I remember feeling hype when the program would buy us
Papa John’s for our home games — because it was better than the mystery meat that 7’ prospects sustained ourselves
on in the cafeteria. I remember walking a mile or so back to campus one night after a women’s game with my
roommate and teammate, Jarrett Jack. It was my first winter in Atlanta, and we had just missed the school shuttle
because it stopped running around 9:30 pm. Without enough in our bank accounts to pay for a cab to drive us that
cold-ass mile back to the dorms, we both lost it. I remember Jarrett throwing up his hands and yelling in frustration,
“This is not what college is supposed to be about!”

The NCAA makes more than a billion dollars a year, hundreds of  millions of  which come from March
Madness alone. Television, tickets, food, drinks, jerseys ... they’re making money from dozens of  places at once.
Meanwhile, the players responsible for the product are not allowed to profit. And don’t even get me started on the
women’s side, which is even more skewed against the athletes. Not only are women’s basketball players unable to profit
from their incredible contributions to the college game — they’re still having to fight for the most basic levels of
equality in terms of treatment, coverage and respect.

And yet even with all of  the backlash, all of  the voices that have spoken up in the years since I left Georgia
Tech basically nothing has changed. Why? Because the NCAA is a business, and they’re not going to change until
there’s enough pressure on them that they have no other choice.

Don’t get me wrong: I know that sports depend on capitalism — so I don’t blame the NCAA for trying to
profit. But it’s also true that their business isn’t an example of  free market economics; it’s an example of  a monopoly,
old-fashioned exploitation dressed up in terms like amateurism. I believe that instead of  punishing a student-athlete for
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accepting a free coat, the NCAA would be much better off  thinking about how to make sure they’re not cold
anymore.

So, that’s the first problem with the way college athletes
are treated: They aren’t paid what they are worth.

Then there’s the second issue: They aren’t prepared for
what’s next. Yes, there are cases where rookies dominate on the
court in the pros from Day One. But off  the court? Man,
nobody is ready for what’s about to hit them.

These aren’t necessarily the kinds of  things you pick up
in a lecture hall or a lab. I’m talking about life skills: how to carry
yourself, how to dodge traps, how to know when someone
wants to get close to you for the wrong reasons. If  you’re playing
ball in a big city like Atlanta, and you know you’re going to be a top pick because you refresh NBADraft.net every
day, trust me: Other people know, too. And they’re gonna hustle you, squeezing as much out of  you as they can,
before you know any better.

If  you’re lucky — like I was — you get a little bit smarter over time. I started college as a naive teenager,
shielded from the truth of  what it meant to be the “next big thing.” But along the way, I managed to gather lessons
from people around me, people who took it upon themselves to tell me to think about how I would spend and save
the money I might end up getting, and how I should shape the career I might end up having. But it took years and
dedication to find those people and learn those lessons. And let’s be real: I’m still learning.

That’s how it is for today’s prospects, too. Around two decades after I left college, players at the collegiate
level still don’t receive any kind of  business education as part of  their curriculums — you have to seek it out. In many
cases, by the time you get to the League, you haven’t learned enough about how to handle things off  the court.

I was 19 years old when the Raptors took me with the fourth pick in the 2003 draft. Even though I knew
enough to be a little cautious, I still knew basically nothing about money. It seems like people assume you gain that
knowledge the minute you sign your first pro contract. Maybe breaking down the timeline will make clear why that
isn’t the case.

May 2003 was my last month of  college. By July, I was a Raptor. After the draft, you head to Summer League.
The team monitors your workouts for the whole summer to make sure you’re staying in shape. Then they ship you
out to Jersey for a three-day Rookie Transition Program, where they try to teach you lessons about what to do and
not do with money, as well as other life skills that take years to learn — and they try to fit it all into just a few hours
of  lectures. So as I was picking up and refining skills in practices and scrimmages, I was flying blind in a few other
areas: what to eat, who to avoid, and how to take care of  myself  in general. There’s just basic stuff  you don’t know,
stuff  you can’t master in a three-day lecture that you don’t even want to attend.

Early on in my career, I remember a friend asking me: “Can you believe there are professional athletes who
don’t have any bottled water in their house?” I didn’t get why he didn’t get it. Of  coursekids coming up to the pros
wouldn’t know to do that. If  you’ve never had bottled water in your house before, what’s going to make you turn
around and get some just because you have the money? Or start eating healthy food, for that matter? There weren’t
exactly many healthy options for food in the inner city of  South Dallas when I was growing up.

Every time there’s news about a young athlete — or even an older one — going broke, the refrain is the
same: How? To that, I say: If  you don’t know anythingabout money, it’s pretty damn easy to lose it. Even if  you know
a lot about it, it’s easy to lose. Hell, I’m still figuring it out. But you don’t become an expert on money just by having
some.



The system is built on the assumption that a million dollars comes with savvy and smarts, too. But that’s not
the case. It does, however, come with a whole world of  baggage — baggage your young mind has no idea how to
carry.

That’s why I’m not only for paying young athletes, but for educating them as well.
And it’s why I think it’s so important that we start taking a serious look at alternatives to the NCAA’s way of

doing things.
In recent years, we’ve seen players successfully take other paths to the NBA: whether it’s going straight to the

G League, like Isaiah Todd or Jalen Green; or playing professionally in another country, like LaMelo Ball; or joining
Overtime Elite, the league that was recently created for top high school prospects — that will not just pay them, but
also provide them with classes on everything from financial literacy, to media training, to social justice.
People are experimenting. They’re opening up their minds.

And when that happens? It’s the athletes who benefit. They will be better players, they will be better
professionals and they will be better role models.

The game will be in a better place, too.
Everyone wins.
So what are we waiting for?

Source: Bosh, Chris. “It's Madness that We Don't Pay College Athletes | Chris Bosh.” The Players' Tribune, 29 March 2021,
https://www.theplayerstribune.com/posts/chris-bosh-ncaa-college-athletes.



Directions: Check in with your tablemates and compare notes. As a group, fill out the main idea/supporting details
section of  the t-chart below. (We will complete the summary/what I think section of  the chart together as a class.)

● What were the main ideas you pulled out?
○ Are there any disagreements about those main ideas? If  so, discuss them as a group.
○ Are any of  these supposed main ideas NOT a main idea? Are they supporting details or are they less

important facts or sharings that aren’t really the main point?

● What were the supporting details you identified?
○ Which of  these details did everyone have? Which were ones only a few or one person identified and

what does the group think? Are these supporting details? Why or why not?
○

MAIN IDEA: SUPPORTING DETAILS:

SUMMARY:

WHAT I THINK ABOUT BOSH’S ARGUMENT:



HOW WOULD THIS INFORMATION LOOK IN A
CONCEPT MAP?

Sketch one out below using this as a model —>



“There’s No Crying in College: The Case Against Paying College Athletes”

Directions:
● As you read the article, highlight

○ the MAIN IDEAS in __________________ and
○ the SUPPORTING DETAILS in __________________
○ If  you are unsure about a piece of  evidence and think it might be important but aren’t sure how to

categorize it, put a ? in the margin next to the information.

There's No Crying in College: The Case Against Paying College Athletes

Should college athletes get a piece of  the $871.6 million pie the NCAA brings in annually? The answer is simple: No,
absolutely not.

College athletes are already being paid with an athletic scholarship that is worth between $20-$50,000 per
year. Oh, and that does not even begin to factor in the medical and travel expenses, free gear, top-notch coaching,
unlimited use of  elite athletic facilities, and a national stage to audition for a job in the professional ranks. All of  those
perks are paid for in full by the universities these athletes choose to attend.

Before attempting to discredit some of  the cases for compensating players at the college level, let's take into
account all of  the things they already receive cost-free.

Athletic scholarships cover just about everything a student-athlete needs to survive for four years at a major
university. Campus housing, daily medical care, and free meals are all included. Tuition and books are covered as well.
Many college athletes are being reimbursed with nearly as much money as the average American makes per year.

Leaving a four-year college with a degree will help former players earn more money than those who only
have a high school diploma, regardless of  whether or not they move on to a professional sports career.
Students who attain a Bachelor's degree will make $1.1 million more in their lifetimes than non-graduates.

Each and every athlete will leave their university free of  debt. I'm willing to bet some of  you reading this are
still paying off  college loans, or took quite a while to do so. Athletes pay theirs off  by going to practice and
performing in games.

Even still, there are several arguments people come up with for why college athletes deserve a paycheck on
top of  the numerous benefits they are already being given.

The Fair Market Value Argument
This is one of  the more common stances pay-for-play supporters take. The idea that players are not being

paid their "fair market value," however, is a complete myth.
The two sports impacted by this argument the most are football and basketball because their revenue funds

just about every other varsity team at most universities. These athletes have to be worth millions, right? Wrong.
College athletes are not worth a single cent on the open market, at least until they are eligible for the NBA or NFL
draft.

Every student-athlete knows they cannot get paid in college, but if  they do not like it there are other options.
Brandon Jennings was the No. 1-overall basketball prospect in the country in 2008. Instead of  attending

college, Jennings opted to sign a $1.2 million deal with Lottomatica Roma, a professional team in Italy. The
Compton, CA product was drafted 10th by the Milwaukee Bucks after playing one season overseas.

Much like the foreign basketball associations, the Canadian Football League does not have an age
requirement. High school graduates wishing to play pro football can head north and sign a contract right away.

https://bleacherreport.com/articles/1588301-theres-no-crying-in-college-the-case-against-paying-college-athletes


Instead of  choosing this route, though, NFL and NBA hopefuls take their talents to the NCAA. The media
exposure, coaching, and training provided by the universities are far better than the athletes will receive in foreign
markets. Going to classes is simply the tradeoff  for reaping these benefits.

In my opinion, if  an athlete is talented enough, professional scouts will draft them whenever they become
eligible. I am truly surprised most of  the top high school athletes do not choose to play overseas. I mean, they feel
they are good enough to be paid, right? Go prove it.

The NCAA Has More Than Enough Money to Pay Players
Although the NCAA reels in over $800 million per year, 81% of  which comes from tv and marketing-rights

fees, the organization continues to be non-profit.
How is this possible? An astounding 96% of  the revenue the NCAA brings in annually is redistributed to its

members' institutions. This is done through donations to academic enhancement, conference grants, sports
sponsorships, student assistance funds, and grants-in-aid.

The universities themselves are not exactly rolling in wads of  cash, either. Last year, only 22 athletic
departments were profitable. Football and basketball bring in the dough, and every other college sport survives as a
result.

Two years ago, the Division I Board of  Directors approved a $2,000 stipend for college athletes to cover the
"full cost of  attendance." Less than two months later, the NCAA's member institutions repealed the stipend, because
they could not afford it.

College athletics may sound like a great business, but in reality, only the top-tier programs are churning out a
profit. I do not agree with everything the NCAA does. However, the evidence shows it is not the booming business
everyone thinks it is.

For the time being student-athletes are already receiving plenty of  compensation from their respective universities.

Source: “There's No Crying in College: The Case Against Paying College Athletes.” Bleacher Report, 3 April 2013,
https://bleacherreport.com/articles/1588301-theres-no-crying-in-college-the-case-against-paying-college-athletes.

1. How confident are you in your ability to read an article and find the main idea? (Circle one)

VERY CONFIDENT / SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT / NOT VERY CONFIDENT

2. How confident are you in your ability to read an article and identify supporting details? (Circle one)

VERY CONFIDENT / SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT / NOT VERY CONFIDENT

3. How confident are you in your ability to read an article and summarize what you read in your own words?
(Circle one)

VERY CONFIDENT / SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT / NOT VERY CONFIDENT

4. What questions, if  any, do you have about finding the main idea or supporting details in a reading?

5. Which format do you plan to use for your research paper notes?

http://espn.go.com/college-sports/story/_/id/6756472/following-ncaa-money

